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An Introductory Study of the Grammar
and Syntax of the New Testament
Zondervan
From their decades of combined teaching
experience, Benjamin L. Merkle and
Robert L. Plummer have produced an ideal
resource for novice Greek students to not
only learn the language but also kindle a

passion for reading the Greek New
Testament. Designed for those new to
Greek, Beginning with New Testament
Greek is a user-friendly textbook for
elementary Greek courses at the college or
seminary level.
Access Card for Basics of Biblical Greek
Interactive Workbook Zondervan Academic
Reading Biblical Greek introduces first-year
Greek students to the essential information
needed to optimize their grasp of the
fundamentals of the Greek language—no more
and no less—enabling them to read and translate
the Greek of the New Testament as soon as
possible. The learning approach in Reading
Biblical Greek revolves around three core
elements: grammar, vocabulary, and reading &

translation. Grammar. The grammar consists of
micro-lessons, which break up information in
small, digestible chunks. Each micro-lesson
addresses a single point. This arrangement
makes for easy comprehension and review. It
also allows the teacher to pace the material
based on its difficulty and ability of their
students. New learning is incremental and
recursive—each new piece builds on and
reinforces prior learning. Lessons are structured
in three columns: 1) Introducing new topic; 2)
Material to be memorized; and 3) Examples
and exercises. Vocabulary. As an essential
complement to grammar, vocabulary is
introduced at strategic points and is arranged
first by what the student has been learning in
grammar, and then by frequency. The
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vocabulary lists are collated at the back of the
book for easy access. The first 13 vocabulary
lists are keyed to Mark 1-4 to help students to
integrate their vocabulary learning with a
“real” Greek text. Reading & Translation. The
goal of this grammar is to enable students to
read and translate the Greek of the New
Testament. Thus, the content is structured and
tied to a specific Greek text to enable reading
as soon as possible. The student will have read
and translated the whole of Mark 1–4 by the
end of the course. The accompanying Reading
Biblical Greek Workbook is a vital part of the
approach. It breaks up the text of Mark 1–4 into
manageable portions and provides vocabulary
and grammatical assistance as required. While
Reading Biblical Greek only introduces
students to information that is essential to grasp
of the fundamentals of the Greek language, it is
informed by the latest and best of Greek and
linguistic scholarship, enabling students to
move seamlessly to further study.
The Analytical Lexicon to the Greek
New Testament B&H Publishing Group
A 6-DVD set, Basics of Biblical Greek
Video Lectures features an integrated
approach to learning New Testament
Greek, turning it into a natural process
and showing from the start how an

understanding of the language helps in
better comprehending the New
Testament. This DVD set features 36
lessons, each twenty to thirty-five
minute, for each chapter in Basics of
Biblical Greek Grammar. Useful as a
complement to the book or as a
standalone resource, the lectures are
perfect for formal Greek language
students who miss a classroom lecture
or want additional help in their learning;
instructors wanting to devote classroom
time to drills and exercises, providing a
lecture tool students can watch on their
own time; homeschool parents and
students; and self-taught students of
biblical Greek alike.
Basics of Biblical Greek Vocabulary Cards
Zondervan
This expanded and updated workbook is designed
with the student in mind and intended for use with
the standard-setting Basics of Biblical Greek
Grammar textbook, now in its fourth edition. Two
optional chapters have been added to the Basics of
Biblical Greek Workbook, allowing students to read
large chunks of the biblical text and enjoy the fruits of
their labor faster than ever before. Each chapter is
divided into six sections and includes extensive
exercises and significant biblical passages for
translation. One of the most helpful and unique

features of the workbook remains. You can go
through the workbook on one of two tracks: Track
One follows the workbook (and textbook) in its
regular order, while Track Two is organized so you
can learn verbs earlier in the course.

Mounce's Complete Expository
Dictionary of Old and New
Testament Words Zondervan
Academic
This easy-to-understand book
includes everything you need
to learn Biblical Aramaic,
including a lexicon of
Biblical Aramaic, the
complete annotated text of
all 269 Bible verses written
in Aramaic, and a
downloadable grammar workbook
with chapter exercises and
answer key.
A Grammar with Exercises Zondervan
For years, Vine’s Expository
Dictionary has been the standard
word study tool for pastors and
laypeople, selling millions of
copies. But sixty-plus years of
scholarship have shed extensive
new light on the use of biblical
Greek and Hebrew, creating the
need for a new, more accurate,
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more thorough dictionary of Bible
words. William Mounce, whose Greek
grammar has been used by more than
100,000 college and seminary
students, is the editor of this
new dictionary, which will become
the layperson’s gold standard for
biblical word studies.Mounce’s is
ideal for the reader with limited
or no knowledge of Greek or Hebrew
who wants greater insight into the
meanings of biblical words to
enhance Bible study. It is also
the perfect reference for busy
pastors needing to quickly get at
the heart of a word’s meaning
without wading through more
technical studies.What makes
Mounce’s superior to Vine’s?· The
most accurate, in-depth
definitions based on the best of
modern evangelical scholarship·
Both Greek and Hebrew words are
found under each English entry
(Vine’s separates them)· Employs
both Strong’s and G/K numbering
systems (Vine’s only uses
Strong’s)· Mounce’s accuracy is
endorsed by leading scholars

A Primer of Biblical Greek with
CD Zondervan
Expanded, student-friendly

workbook for use with Basics of
Biblical Greek textbook This
expanded workbook is designed
with you, the student, in mind
and intended for use with the
standard-setting Basics of
Biblical Greek textbook, now in
its third edition. Two optional
chapters have been added to the
Basics of Biblical Greek
Workbook, allowing you to read
large chunks of the biblical
text and enjoy the fruits of
your labor faster than ever
before. Each chapter is divided
into six sections and includes
extensive exercises and
significant biblical passages
for translation. One of the
most helpful and unique
features of the workbook
remains. You can go through the
workbook on one of two tracks:
Track 1 follows the workbook
(and textbook) in its regular
order, while Track 2 is
organized so you can learn
verbs earlier in the course.
You will also benefit from the
many resources at

www.Teknia.com. Not only is the
flexible two-track system even
easier to use online, but a
workbook answer key is also
provided. Many other resources
are available, including
vocabulary flashcards; video
and audio helps; Greek fonts;
quizzes for each chapter; fun
songs and games; and much, much
more. Now available (show
covers for: laminated study
sheet, vocabulary cards)
Learn Biblical Greek Pack
Zondervan
This comprehensive guide uses a
highly effective teaching method
to introduce readers to New
Testament Greek quickly. The book
provides all the basics of a
beginning grammar. In addition, it
includes a wealth of reading and
translation exercises and
activities, helpful grammatical
resources, and accented Greek
text. Audio files for the book are
available through Baker Academic's
Textbook eSources. Now in paper.

Mastering New Testament Greek
on CD-ROM First Fruits Press
Students of biblical Greek and
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Hebrew may not know everything
they need to know, but they do
know there's a lot they need to
know! Whether studying for
exams or translating passages
of Scripture, students need
critical information at their
fingertips. Instead, it's
usually scattered throughout
textbooks, self-made crib
sheets, and sticky-notes on
their computer monitor. Now
there's a better way! The
Zondervan Get an A! Study
Guides to Biblical Greek and
Biblical Hebrew are handy, at-a-
glance study aids ideal for
last minute review, a quick
overview of grammar, or as an
aid in translation or sermon
preparation. Each set contains
four information-packed sheets
that are laminated and three-
hole-punched, making them both
durable and portable. The study
guides are tied to Zondervan's
Basics of Biblical Greek and
Basics of Biblical Hebrew.
Biblical Greek: A Compact Guide
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing

This companion to Basics of
Biblical Greek and Greek Grammar
Beyond the Basics contains
annotated readings from the New
Testament designed for second-year
students of the Greek language.

Beginning with New Testament
Greek Zondervan
Features of Basics of
Biblical Hebrew Grammar,
Second Edition text: *
Combines the best of
inductive and deductive
approaches * Uses actual
examples from the Hebrew Old
Testament rather than 'made-
up' illustrations *
Emphasizes the structural
pattern of the Hebrew
language rather than rote
memorization, resulting in a
simple, enjoyable, and
effective learning process *
Colored text highlights
particles added to nouns and
verbs, allowing easy
recognition of new forms *
Chapters Two (Hebrew Vowels),
Nine (Pronominal Suffixes),

Seventeen (Waw Consecutive),
Eighteen (Imperative,
Cohortative, and Jussive),
and Twenty-Three (Issues of
Sentence Syntax) are revised
and expanded * Section of
appendices and study aids is
clearly marked for fast
reference * Larger font and
text size make reading easier
* Updated author website with
additional Hebrew language
resources and product
information (www.basicsofbibl
icalhebrew.com) Features of
updated CD-ROM: * Full answer
key to the accompanying
workbook (compatible with
Windows and Macintosh) *
Scripture indexes to both the
grammar and the workbook *
FlashWorksTM, a fun and
effective vocabulary-drilling
program from Teknia Language
Tools * Links to additional
resources accessible with
internet connection
Second Edition Basics of
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Biblical Greek
The Access Card for Basics of
Biblical Greek Interactive
Workbook is only for students
enrolled in a course at an
institution that utilizes the
Blackboard Learn platform . The
card provides users with entry
into a collaborative workbook
tool for instructors and
students, designed for use on
the Blackboard Learn platform.
The workbook is integrated for
use with William Mounce s
Basics of Biblical Greek
Grammar and Basics of Biblical
Greek Video Lectures (36
lessons), both available
separately."
Basics of Biblical Aramaic
Zondervan
This book makes the Greek New
Testament and word studies based
on it easily accessible to
everyone, all in one volume.

Biblical Greek Baker Academic
This Greek grammar text
integrates the technical
requirements for proper Greek
interpretation with the actual

interests and needs of Bible
Students. It is the first
textbook to systematically link
syntax and exegesis of the New
Testament for second-year Greek
students.

Elementary Syntax and
Linguistics B&H Publishing
Group
The Greek and Hebrew for the
Rest of Us Pack contains
everything you need to learn
the essentials of biblical
Greek and Hebrew so you can
use more advanced Bible study
tools. The pack includes the
textbooks Greek for the Rest
of Us and Hebrew for the Rest
of Us, a corresponding set of
video lectures for each book,
and a laminated study sheet
for Greek.
Learn to Read New Testament
Greek Harper Collins
Verbal aspect in the Greek
language has been a topic of
significant debate in recent
scholarship. The majority of
scholars now believe that an

understanding of verbal aspect
is even more important than
verb tense (past, present,
etc.). Until now, however,
there have been no accessible
textbooks, both in terms of
level and price (most titles on
the topic retail for more than
$100). In this book,
Constantine Campbell
investigates the function of
verbal aspect within the New
Testament Greek narrative. He
has done a marvelous job in
this book of simplifying the
concept without getting caught
up using terms of linguistics
that no one except those
schooled in that field can
understand. The book includes
exercises, an answer key,
glossary of key concepts, an
appendix covering space and
time, and an index to Scripture
cited. Professors and students,
at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels, will use this
is as a supplemental text in
both beginning and advanced
Greek courses. Pastors that
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study the Greek text will also
appreciate this resource as a
supplement to their preaching
and teaching.

Second Edition Zondervan
Academic
If you’d love to learn Greek
so you can study your Bible
better, then this newly
revised second edition of
Greek for the Rest of Us is
foryou. Developed by renowned
Greek teacher William Mounce,
this revolutionarycrash-
course on “Greek for the rest
of us” will acquaint you with
the essentials of the
language and deepen your
understanding of God’s Word.
You’ll gain a sound knowledge
of Greek, and you’ll learn
how to use tools that will
add muscle to your Bible
studies. This book is divided
into three major sections
(Foundational Greek, Church
Greek, and Functional Greek),
each of which builds on the

previous section and takes you
to the next level. Depending
on which levels you take, the
book will teach you how to:
Read and pronounce Greek
words Learn the fundamentals
of the Greek noun and verb
system Conduct effective
Greek word studies Learn the
basics of Greek exegesis for
biblical interpretation
Decipher why translations are
different Read better
commentaries Be comfortable
using reverse and traditional
interlinears Understand the
information displayed by
biblical software
Basics of Biblical Greek
Zondervan Academic
The purpose behind this book is
to show that Greek is very
regular in the way it forms
words--if you know the rules.
It explains why Greek words do
what they do, in a way that
second-year Greek students can
understand. Can be used with
the author's Analytical Lexicon

to the Greek New Testament.
An Introduction to Biblical Greek
Workbook Zondervan
The Basics of New Testament Syntax
provides concise, up-to-date
guidance for intermediate Greek
students to do accurate exegesis
of biblical texts. Abridged from
Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics:
An Exegetical Syntax of the New
Testament, the popular exegetical
Greek grammar for studies in Greek
by Daniel B. Wallace, The Basics
of New Testament Syntax offers a
practical grammar for second-year
students.The strengths of this
abridgment will become quickly
apparent to the user:• It shows
the relevance of syntax for
exegesis and is thoroughly cross-
referenced to Exegetical Syntax.•
It includes an exceptional number
of categories useful for
intermediate Greek studies.• It is
easy to use. Each semantic
category is discussed, and a
definition and key to
identification are provided.•
Scores of charts and tables are
included to enable the
intermediate student to grasp the
material quickly.
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An Intermediate Greek Grammar Baker
Academic
Keyed to the best-selling
Beginning with New Testament
Greek, this set of folding
laminated pages covers declension
and conjugation patterns and
includes an easy-to-follow
preposition chart. With these
laminated sheets by your side, you
will never waste time flipping
through your beginning grammar
looking for present active
indicative endings or aorist
infinitives. It's a handy "cheat
sheet" that's easy to use as a
quick reference or helpful to have
by your side in class.
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